Getting to
nestor Hotel Neckarsulm

Travelling by train:
From Heilbronn main railway station [Heilbronner Hauptbahnhof]:
S-Bahn line S41 in the direction of Mosbach or S-Bahn line S42 in the direction of Sinsheim main railway station [Sinsheim Hauptbahnhof], alighting at the “Neckarsulm Mitte” stop (approx. 15 minutes).

From Neckarsulm Mitte:
By taxi (approx. 5 minutes),
on foot: turn off Engelgasse onto Marktstraße.
After 200 m, the nestor Hotel is on the right (approx. 5 minutes).

By car from the A81:
Motorway junction Weinsberg A81 on the A6 in the direction of Heilbronn.
Heilbronn/Neckarsulm exit towards Neckarsulm.
B27 on Heilbronner Straße towards the centre [Innenstadt].
Turn right onto Urbanstraße.
The nestor Hotel is on the right.

Coordinates for navigation devices:
Latitude: 49.193123 (49°11’35.2”N)
Longitude: 9.226821 (9°13’36.6”E)